SUBJECT SPECIALISMS
I have an MA in Archaeology and an MSc in Psychology along
with over a decade of experience in Human Resources, Learning
& Development and Finance.
I understand the language of the social sciences and humanities
as well as business and academic journals. Recent work I have
completed includes copyediting for an academic journal, a
proofread of a memoir and a copyedit of a history book.

CHRIS WALKLEY
PROOFREADER

TRAINING AND MEMBERSHIP
I trained as a proofreader with The Publishing Training Centre
and am a member of the CIEP.

SUMMARY
I am passionate about helping
writers present the best possible
version of their work.

•
•

Essential Proofreading (Merit)
Proofreading Theses and Dissertations

PROOFREADING SOLUTIONS
SKILLS & ABILITIES
•
•
•
•

Trained proofreader
Keen attention to detail
Excellent communication
Always delivers to deadlines

CONTACT
www.walkleywords.com
chris@walkleywords.com
www.linkedin.com/in/chriswalkley-19546b229

I provide a polished, professional finish to your manuscript,
article, letter, personal statement, CV, website or report:
•
•
•

addressing consistency of language, layout and style
restructuring awkward phrases or sentences
removing spelling, grammar and punctuation errors

YOUR NEEDS COME FIRST
I understand the demands of working in pressurized academic
and professional environments and offer outstanding attention
to detail, a friendly and approachable manner and a quick
turnaround. I always deliver within budget, never miss a
deadline, and pride myself on being able to follow a client’s brief.

RECENT TESTIMONIALS
Chris, level of editing was perfect – he was thorough but didn’t
make unnecessary changes. I have no hesitation in
recommending Chris for proofreading and light copyediting. –
E.P.
Chris took a genuine interest in my memoir, guiding me to make
changes resulting in a better structure and creating a more
engaging narrative. – M.O.
The proofread is brilliant, annotated clearly, very thorough and is
a huge improvement on my original text. – J.M.

